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TC Top Prospects works with Don Reynolds Professional Baseball Group who provide 
a collaborative effort on every Scouting Report they produce. With over 200 years of 
scouting experience from a group of 10+ scouts, they can create a unique scouting 

report for every athlete. Each report provides a projection of talent, specific instruction 
for improvement, and baseline rankings for each subcategory of scouting. 

These rankings are on a 1 to 5 scale, with 3 being average.  

College Sports Evaluation produces objective data to give athletes insight into where 
their skills are currently. In addition, the data in the report can provide hard metrics 

on hitting and overall athleticism. Combining the objective and subjective data allows 
athletes to see where their strengths and weaknesses are and improve their overall 

game. Objective measurement was taken at the camp portion of the weekend on 
September 16th. If you did not attend, you won't see that portion of the report.

The Scouting Report developed by Don Reynolds Professional Baseball 
Group aims at providing athletes a snapshot of where their skills are 
currently and where their skills can take them in the future. The goal 

is to give athletes the grounds to improve their game with specific 
instruction from some of the best scouting talent in the nation. 

The results from this report are based solely on how the athlete performed in one day. Other factors play into 
skill level, and the report does not reflect the ability to improve or regress.



Height:

Bats:

TC Top prospects murphy

6’0”

Switch

Player Name: 
Jeremiah Kirkwood

Player number:     
88

WEight:
160lbs

Throws:
Right

Position: 
Catcher

Player Bio

Evaluation Date:  September 16,  2021

Grad Year
2025



Hank is a solid backstop, plays well above his age group and shows leadership qualities between the lines. Take charge player, field general when behind the plate, calls a good 
game and takes instruction and coaching very well. Solid mechanical catcher, with natural movements, he is still developing his skills, footwork behind the plate. With his large 
frame and potential for power switch hitting bat, shows high ceiling at college level offensively and defensively. 

Please note, the Scouting Report and Summary portions of the Player Evaluation are meant to be a projection of where you could play. The Objective Data portion of the Player Evaluation is meant to show you where you are at currently with your 
skill set. The goal is to use both objective and subjective data to build your current skill set into what you potentially could be.  

BASEBALL SKILLS

SUMMARY/NOTES

Don Reynolds Professional Baseball Group
TC Top Prospects

ATHLETIC SKILLS

Average for age, needs work on throwing 
mechanics from behind plate to take 

catching to next competitive level. 

Shows aptitude for hitting at higher level. 
Solid mechanics from both sides of the 

plate. Wide base and powerful. Has 
tendency to hit up hill and get long. Will 

need mechanical and approach 
adjustments for next level success. 

4 - Slightly Above Average
Range

Above average blocking and footwork. 

Arm Accuracy Hitting Ability
3 - Average

Above average potential, large frame, 
aggressive. 

Solid mechanics. Fluid and natural, no 
forced or robotic movements. Needs work 

on glove skills, can get sloppy. 

Running
3 - Average

Average speed. First step quickness out of 
the box and on the base paths.

4 - Slightly Above Average
Fielding

4 - Slightly Above Average

Arm Strength
4 - Slightly Above Average

Above average, gets good carry. 

Power Potential
4 - Slightly Above Average

Body Control
4 - Slightly Above Average

Uses body well behind the plate, moves 
smooth and natural. 

4 - Slightly Above Average

Quick feet, first step fast twitch reactions. 
Soft and sure hands. Good glove control, 

quick and sure on the exchange. 
Quick first step reactions, tries to keep feet 

under him and stay compact. 

Strength
5 - Above Average

Above average for age, naturally strong, 
not overly developed or muscled. 

Physical Development
5 - Above Average

Large frame, build well for catching, solid 
frame to develop on. 

Feet
5 - Above Average

Hands
4 - Slightly Above Average

Reactions
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